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“WAR? Germany's leading newasmao: 
gerne ge is the first periodical 
well BS the to. publish what i:mayy 

e real explanation forrone} 
a npr part of the investigation, 

resident Kennedy's death. . 33 toa 

“Stern's senior editor Henri an a 
nén came to Washington to investi ; 
gate the assassination, and aves 
with members of the Warren. Com; 
mission. He is convinced that... 
‘Warren Report is accurate and‘ 
no’ other asaassin aside from * e! 
Harvey Oswald was involved. 
“But Stern explains the suppieyd 

sion of the autopsy report on™ et 
gfounds that Mr. Kennedy was Ruf} 
fering from Addison's disease a it 
his family did not want. it known 
This would have been revealed [ 
the autopsy report. fos 

The Kennedys had reason", 
keep silent," says Stern. "A | 
Kennedy was killed in Dallas .. 
Kennedy had Addison's dised! 
This is not totally unknown; Thec 
dére Sorenson mentioned it in oe 
‘Kennedy’ biography. 
’*There is no medical reason why i 
fan afflicted with this dise ; 

should not be President (since a 
illness can be controlled like d 
Wétes), but politically Kennedy's. Me 
ness could become dangerous. Af ‘ 
digon's illness—it sounds sinis' 
Few Americans know of it. and, Mg 
Symptoms. “iit 

: and) 
"For the Kennedys there was:n07 

doubt of the murderer—Lee Harveys 
Oswald." Continues Stern: "Already 
‘in 1964 Robert Kennedy told Egon: 
Vacek, Don't you think I would dd! 
everything to. get the real murderer) 
if I had any doubts?! 

"But the Kennedys went one step. 

to 

farther: in the detailed autopsy-ye-. 
port of the Addison condition, whieh, 
would mean that the illness and titat 
degree was to be kept a secret. This} 
imtent of secrecy seems to be showns 
also through the fact that the Kem 
nedys hid the X rays, even from the 
Warren Commission ... . Dr. A. di 
McSweeney confirms. that X .raym 
could have revealed the Addison's: 
disease. . * 

"This would also explain the lacey 
of..date onthe Warren: C 
autopsy: deportic This reports was iat 

ay Man? ee 
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1 effect changed sq thats entained.; 
reat he identns aie , Roe t 

bie 
; . "To the quite evident question at” 
; -why the Kennedys should refuse’ tor 
, admit that the Presid 
_ killed by a bullet in hig 

ine suppression of the Addtasiy! 
disease in the autopsy report ‘6xu2 
plains also the attitude of the doctor? 
who requested the inclusion in the! 
Warren: Report of the fact that‘he 

_ destroyed his notes .. . otherwise? 
hundreds of people would have beer? 

: faced with lying under oath, which 
impossible." 

When the ‘late President Kennedy 
“was a candidate for the Democratic 
-Rpmination, the report persistpal 

' that he was suffering from A 
son's disease, However, this wag 
Paatically dens deni>!- by the Kenne 

™m many physicians. 
at inted Sut rit the swelling of the, 
late President's face—he became” 
much fuller-faced after entering the’ 

~-White House—was the result of cor- 
‘ tigone, which he had been taking 
heavy doses to check Adaisoity! 
disease. Doctors state that co: 
has several side effects—a puffy” 

i 

faée, increased gs e, and 
- ediiffidente: *: ts. overs 
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